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1. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES This paper is caring of the harm caused by biogenic amines really being in 
the diet with a high incidence in minor illnesses. Also will be mentioned in which foods are present, its 
origin, its detrimental effect and how determined and quantified analytically, giving his interest in f.safety.
2,3 & 4 DEFINICIONS AMINES BIÒGENES: Toxics in high concentration
but desirable in the physiology of mammals. Tolerance and immune
response variable by genetics, hormonal changes, diet or medication.
The occurrence of pathology happen by the accumulation of BA with
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6. CONCLUSIONS: Overall the objective of the work was achieved which was reflected by an overview of 
the mechanisms of action of BA (particularly histamine), saying nutritional aspects, physiological and the 
analytical methods of this group of molecules contained in the widely food diaries, that are accumulating 
in the body and contributing to the health diesis. The determination of BA in fresh and processed foods is 
interesting not only because of its toxicity, but also because it can be a useful index of deterioration, so it 




























This figure shows a representative
chromatogram of a sample spiked
with 100 mg/kg of histamine.
Quantification was based on the
comparison of the analyte peak areas
versus an externally generated
calibration
5. CHROMATOGRAPHICS DETERMINATIONS
